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H20.ai produces software for big data analysis, allowing people and 
companies to gather insight based on the information available to them. 
Marc Mastrocola, Director of Marketing Operations has aptly applied 
this philosophy to his own team’s data-driven marketing technique. 
“What I really do is build a solid demand generation funnel, which 
increases user acquisition, and improves pipeline conversion at key 
points. I want to create a system-oriented process, meaning if you can’t 
show me metrics, your system probably isn’t working,” he says.

The problems H2O.ai faced are common for lead management. They 
were losing promising leads, taking too long to follow up, and using 
ridiculous amounts of manpower in the process. Their lead 
management system had SDRs scrambling to collect data from 
sources like Linkedin and Clearbit and either gave SDRs too many 
leads or too few. Often the system would send leads to SDRs who 
weren’t active or were in different time zones - all leading to lost 
opportunities. 

In order to fix the problem, H20.ai implemented Workato recipes that 
automated their lead sorting, cleansing, tracking, and assignment. The 
biggest improvement they made was by adopting LeadBot. LeadBot 
allowed SDRs to use a single familiar platform - Slack. The way that 
LeadBot works is that it starts when an SDR checks in for work and 
marks him or herself as  “active.” Workato’s proprietary algorithms then 
assigns leads to him or her and other active SDRs in a round-robin 
fashion to ensure that every lead gets covered. Lead Bot uses sources 
like Linkedin and Clearbit, Wokato displays all possible information 
about the lead in Slack and gives the SDR the option to qualify or 
disqualify a lead right away. This all happens in under two minutes, 
allowing an SDR to informedly contact a lead right away while the lead 
is still hot.

“Workato saves us -me, 
eliminates manual data entry, 
and saves money,” says Marc. 
“Without our recipes, we would 
either have to hire people to 
integrate our apps for us, or 
pay for an enterprise grade 
solu:on – which is a lot more 
expensive.”

By syncing H2O.ai’s cloud apps, Marc’s team 
is able to painlessly process hundreds of 
leads per day. 

H2O.ai use the full 360 degree view provided 
by the integration to make well-informed and 
data-driven decisions, ultimately converting 
the most leads to paid customers
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